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Students, usually directed at lights and lampposts around Kenyon, attack the lamps in North Lombard this past weekend. The damage to the lights was not the first instance of extensive vandalism to occur this year. Responding to a law-advice, Paul I. president, unknown individuals entered the campus early Sunday morning and broke several lamps. Among the lamps was an antique mirror and the family tree. A camera frame was broken and several glasses of water spilled on the floor. Because the damage was not high, the vandals put little price on the things they destroyed. They tossed things that were pretty important on the floor.

The incident occurred on the fourth floor and the damage and there were no reports within the week. The investigation has been followed by the members of the executive committee Mr. Adler could supply no information on the damage. They really need their own way to rule things. In the case of vandalism, the police are not keeping records and no evidence is being collected.

The Students also recently attacked the house in Middle Hanna. The house has always at 11:30 pm. When Tom Clemens.

Faculty Over-Rules Curriculum Committee

On Monday, October 21, the Academic Assembly approved the appeal of newly combined for early graduation, under extenuating circumstances. Presented by the Faculty, the appeal was released by the president on Curriculum on Monday October 14, 1974. The statement reads: "The degree requirements of Kenyon College are based on four years of work."

The president, "to the students of Kenyon College. The appeal of the students was reversed by the Faculty, December 5. The president of the Academic Assembly did reverse the appeal of the students. Kenyon College is a private institution whose requirement for the completion of the degree program must be fulfilled by students of the College."

The president continued, "Our faculty has asked us to approve a resolution to which we have to agree a year ago, which is not in accordance with the rules of Kenyon College."

500 Grand Makes Up Financial Aid Fund

This year Kenyon students will offer scholarships amounting to nearly half a million dollars, and will offer for a comparable sum in loans and work opportunities. The president, P. Wesley Tuttlehing, director of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, has said that $525,000 will be made available to students this fall. Federal aid will amount to about $100,000, and federally insured loans about $75,000. Close to $180,000 will be offered in work-study opportunity money, and state scholarship funds will come to $75,000.

There are presently 300 students on the campus and, representing 23 percent of the total population of the college, forty percent of these students are male and forty percent female. Forty to fifty students will be added to the faculty on this year. Tuttlehing said that the faculty has some tuition in the fall.

"The increase could cause some tuition in the fall. Tuttlehing said that the education of the Committee members of the Committee are different from those in the fall. The students must have a different enrollment, with a different financial aid."

Mr. Wesley Tuttlehing, Director of the Office of Scholarships, said that the students' parents must send a letter to the office of Scholarships.

Suddently Last Summer

Two drama productions, Eugene Foyt's An Evening in Her Ear and Tennessee Williams's Suddently Last Summer will be presented in the next few weeks.

Suddently Last Summer was produced in the Kenyon Drama Club and will be presented in the Hill Theater on October 11, 11, 2, 3, 8, and 9 at 8:00 p.m. The leading roles are played by Skip George, Charles Bonner, Mimi Jance, Milch Web, and Doug Lopatich. The play is directed by Thomas Turpik; and is produced by Steven Seiler.

Suddently Last Summer in Her Ear is presented on Broadway, and is directed by Mr. Richard and one of the best roles is played by Miss Merkins.

Suddently Last Summer received critical acclaim when it was first produced on January 7, 1958, along with Tennessee Williams in an evening titled, "Garden District," Tennessee Williams in the March 4, 1959, New York Times said, "I think I was surprised, in that the acceptance and praise of Suddently Last Summer. Wasn is done off Broadway, I thought it would be critically timed and better and rid of fear of the in the great except for the translation to the theater, that there was a theater in such in America life only before I am not well acquainted with the society of other countries."

According to Mr. Richler, "Suddently Last Summer is a cruel play which focuses on compassion. It is a play that I can write about in a way that it is not the same."

Mr. Richler has said that the children's love for Suddently Last Summer is "... the growing of the characters. He said, "We must deal with that which is not within us. For these situations, but lest we forget they are there."

Also, the play is presented in An Evening Drama annular in October 25 at 8:00 p.m. and October 28 at 7:00 and 9:30. Also, featured in this production is Blake Ansell, Anne Doughty, Rhonda Crowell, Susan P. Jones, Janet Huf, and Lyn Bester. Faculty directors are James Michael and Harlow Liton. Tickets are available at the box office.

INSIDE SENATE

By Tom Ford

The term of office for Student Council Representatives and the Executive Committee is now in the process of being revised and Council President Kevin Martin said that by November-dates of the change will be announced.

There are three proposals before the Council on this subject, one of which will be made. The Council plans to change the term of office from four years, from May to May, to January to January.

According to Martin the three methods of transition are being discussed and an informal survey will be conducted for all members of the Executive Committee. A formal proposal will be made in November. Another proposal would have the next Executive Committee be elected in the spring and have their term of office shortened.

The last proposal was for the Executive Committee to hold the elections of the first year and the present Council Representatives remain on the committee until 1974. A new proposal was made for a more smoothly flowing transition and to make it even smoother. Martin argues that the present Executive Council members remain on Council, as ex-officio members. The secretary and treasurer of the Council would remain on the sub-committees they chair, but as ex-officio "guiding and directing forces.

Problems of the transition and the transition methods is being discussed in order to find a way to deal with Freshman underclassmen. As the new term of office for the Council is being discussed, Martin, be worked on at this Sunday's meeting. The proposal "was not well presented." Martin said that the proposal "has not been approved (by Council)," said Martin. "But everyone sees it as a high priority."

Over the weekend, two "good reasons" for the change as the Council is now structured, the new Council will be elected in May and the last is before exams, "which makes it difficult for the budget to be correlated and presented for approval." Also, said Martin, "Senior apathy is a well-known problem, in the fact that seniors have much more work than juniors and many other underclassmen." He added that the student members of the Executive Council in their work with Council.

Room Surveys

Temporarily Suspended

Due to the illness of Charles Jacobs, the Missing Office's room survey program has been temporarily suspended. The survey program was suspended to allow the faculty to be surveyed before the illness, but the majority of campus buildings remaining to be surveyed.

Donald J. Oramah, Director of Student Housing, said that if Mr. Jacobs does not return shortly a replacement will be found. "I may even have to do it myself," said Mr. Oramah. "But that's very unlikely."
The Four Year Contract

In a statement released on October 14, the Committee on Curriculum concluded that “the degree requirements of Kenyon College are based on four years of undergraduate work.” In this statement the committee has expressed a time-honored concern for the character of the College. Kenyon is not and should not be an institution in which primary place is placed on the rapidly with which one acquires sufficient course credits for graduation. The four year requirement is not meant to be a restriction. It is intended for the purpose of maintaining the vitality of the liberal arts community where we all play a significant part.

First appears, however, that the gist of the Committee’s statement has been questioned and perhaps undermined by The Academic Assembly which has approved one specific proposal for early graduation. As one dissenting faculty member, who is not in the Curriculum Committee, said, “it would be inaccessible for the faculty to be so impractical as to allow one person to graduate early, after his petition was denied by the Curriculum Committee, and not allow early graduation to others similarly situated.” Thomas Claffey, Chairman of the Curriculum Committee also pointed out “the fact that the Academic Assembly did reverse the decision of the Committee on Curriculum is serious because it signals the intent of the Committee that the plans presently used by the Committee on Curriculum are different from those pursued by the faculty at the college.”

On the other hand, there are some faculty members who believe that the existing circumstances concerning the new course case put them in the position where they felt obligated to uphold a prior commitment to the student. This seems rather palpable given the circumstances in which the student was forced to decide on the issue. Yet, in principle, the implication of either decision leaves the door open to anyone who is in a similar situation in which his proposal was denied by the Curriculum Committee.

At this point it is essential to both students and faculty that the issue be clarified so that the statement released by the Curriculum Committee does not amount to a bunch of words resting on a tenuous foundation.

"Well, I said I was sorry, sir. But think of it this way—we’ve put the stock market out of its misery."
Peircing Comments

Kenyon Contestants

By J. A. Gola

The following is from a bed dream.

A hall is filled with students. The students walk in a parade-like fashion as the music plays. Suddenly, the lights go off and people start to panic. They run out of the building in a chaotic manner. The dream ends.

Dimov Quartet Concert Dubbed Excellent

By Steve Schaufle

For many reasons, a sitting audience is the most difficult and most important thing for a group to achieve. In the orchestra, a given player needs not be a good individual performer as an ensemble makes particular judgments on the group as a whole. The group must be both good as a whole and good as a single performer. Therefore, the complexity and variety of playing technique and the coordination of players are so important. For a quartet with twelve people, there is no room for error. For this reason, the Dimov Quartet has been highly praised and has been dubbed excellent.

Hannah More

Sells Directories

By Karin Nyström

President R.M.S.

The Hannah More Society announced the sale of the new Annotated Telephone Directory beginning October 21st, at Peirce Hall during lunch hours and at the Post Office.

In the past, several directories were distributed in the dormitories and in various departments, and make University students. However, professors' spouses' names, their local addresses, and students' home addresses were not listed.

The Society's first community project entailed much research and effort with the assistance of the College in order to provide our campus directory listing all students, faculty, residence halls, P.O. Boxes, class, home addresses, as well as faculty names, their spouses', home and office addresses, telephone numbers, etc.

TheRegistrar'sOfficehasorderedcopiesbe distributed to all faculty, replacing a similar but less comprehensive version we provided in the past. Other members of the community will be able to purchase directories following the sale of the directories, the switchboard will no longer give out student P.O. Box numbers or their campus residences.

The Lilly Brothers, joined by Tom, Tucker, and Dave, will appear Friday, Oct. 26th, and Saturday, Oct. 27th, at the House Ball, to perform a series of events and shows. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the Future Fund Society this weekend.

Ashbrook And Noble

Meet In Election Debate

By Nora Pomerantz

John Ashbrook and Dave Noble, Congressional candidates for Ohio's 3rd District seat, will address the audience on Monday, October 22, in debate at the Student Center, branch of Ohio State University.

The audience consisted primarily of college students and the audience awaited for the debate to begin, a campaign of heated debates and vitriol and that future impact in legislation to the benefit of the American people. The debate was held in the Student Center and was attended by a large group of students. The audience was made up of a variety of students, from those who were�

Infatuation was a key issue in the debate. Mr. Noble, in an attempt to win over the audience, said, "We are living in this infatuation." He argued that the life of the government was in the hands of the people. Mr. Ashbrook countered with a smooth speech which contrasted Noble's impassioned style. He leaned heavily on his 14 years of experience in the House of Representatives. He is a member of the National Security Committee (formerly the House Committee on American Activities) and the House Education and Labor Committee.

The moderator introduced Mr. Noble as one of the foremost conservatives in American politics, along with Ronald Reagan, Barry Goldwater, and John Tower. Mr. Ashbrook stressed his own independence-mindedness as a benefit for his constituency, "I spoke out against Nixon when no one else would. I took the back seat on." Regarding infatuation, Mr. Ashbrook blamed excessive government spending and interference. "Big government sooner or later becomes tyrannical. The problem is overreaching, not understanding."
After Kenyon Library
Shows Students The Way
By Nora Pomarantz

Students at Kenyon seeking job placement after graduation, extracurricular activities into graduate schools, or summer internships can find help at the After Kenyon Library. The AKL is located on the top floor of Gund Commons near the Off-Campus Info Office.

Mrs. G. Denver, the new coordinator of the AKL, has consolidated information for graduates seeking jobs in the central office. "Previously, information and materials were scattered across campus in the Development Office, some in the Student Affairs Center," she said. "It extended this year; it's in one location, and it's more permanent than before."

In the AKL, students can find listings of internships across the fields, complete with capabilities. The AKL already set up interviews when interviewers from various grad schools will come to Kenyon. The interviews are primarily on business and law schools. Students may sign up for interviews with the campus representative, or contact one on a one-to-one basis. Some of the schools represented at Kenyon in the near future are Syracuse University, Carnegie-Mellon U., Vanderbilt U., and Case Western Reserve University. Kenyon, students have already spoken with interviewers from Columbia U., Drexel U., Harvard, and others.

Books are available in the AKL for preparation of the tests such as the GREs and the LSATs. "If people need information that I don't have, I'll be glad to write it down for them," Mrs. Denver said. "Also, if people have grad school materials they don't need, I'll be glad to take them." The AKL has information in areas such as business, law, medicine, and theology. Health-related areas such as physical therapy are also included.

Not only do I have a file system on grad schools, but I also have a file system on brochures and pamphlets for specific businesses," Mrs. Denver said. College Placement Annals which lists businesses are also included. The AKL also provides information for setting up interviews with businesses and composing resumes. Salary ranges for various positions are available as is information on what a student must go through to be a candidate for various jobs. "There's a real need for this kind of thing at Kenyon, it's never been fully utilized before," Mrs. Denver said.

For work opportunities, the AKL has an increasing amount of information to offer.

Students interested in teaching at private schools can find lists of private schools in the country. The AKL also has information on certification for teaching in Ohio. Applications for internships in fields such as Journalism are available in the AKL. These programs are designed primarily for seniors or juniors.

In November, a Wall Street lawyer will come to Kenyon for a work workshop with students and discuss various aspects of his occupation. The AKL has also scheduled a workshop with a Montana lawyer. 'The two men will discuss the variety of their practices."

Mrs. Denver hopes that students will become aware of the AKL. "If people are going to the Career Center in the Coffee Shop, next door, should approach students, with student organization's resources.

The AKL encourages students to come in, browse, and utilize its resources.
right

VANDALS STRIKE (Cont'd From Page 1)

By Vicki Barker

Weaving—A Creative Approach for Beginners
Claire Creager

Doubletree, 192 pp. $3.95

Ms. Creager believes in utilizing traditional techniques to achieve unique results in weaving, with and without a loom. In addition to acquainting the reader with the fundamental processes of using the loom, she shows the weaving process itself through the patterns of a variety of weaves, from a beginner's level up.

The book includes a gallery of weaves worked by various weavers which may furnish inspiration for the more accomplished weaver.

Along Middle Path

Thursday, Oct. 24th—

"Five Easy Pieces" will be shown at 8:00 p.m. at the Angelo Film Society in Rosse Hall, followed by "American Time Capsule" and "The King of Marvin Gardens" at 10:00 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 25th—

"Five Easy Pieces" in Rosse Hall at 4:30 p.m.

Professor Alan Butlerfield will speak on "The Nature of Growth" at 4:10 p.m. in Philomathean Hall. The Gamber Folklore Society Festival will be put underway at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall, presenting the Lilly Brothers and Ten Logos, "Hot Medicine" and a square dance following the performances.

The student-directed play "Suddenly Last Summer" will open in the Drama Annex at 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 26th—

The Graduate Records Examin will be held in Rosse Hall at 9:30 a.m.

"The Lilly Brothers" and John Jackson and "Hot Mud" will hold a workshop in the Game Dome Room at 10:30 a.m.

The soccer team will meet Washington on Fackenthal Field at 10:30 a.m.

At 12:00 p.m. "Hot Mud" will give a free concert in Cornell Commons as part of the Folk Festival.

Grove City will play the football game in Cornell Commons at 3:30 p.m.

Bill Lightfoot, folklorist, will present a lecture in Pitzer Lounge at 2:00 p.m. in cooperation with the Folk Festival.

"Suddenly Last Summer" will be presented at 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. in the Drama Annex.

The Folklore Society will present John Jackson and "Hot Mud" and the Top Kapo and the Continentals, featuring Ziegella and the Exotic Dancer" in Rosse beginning at 8:00 p.m.

A Halloween Costume party, sponsored by the Freshman Council, will begin at 9:30 and conclude until 1:00 a.m. in Cornell Commons Dining Room.

No alcohol is permitted in the facilities of the house.

"The Best of the Ten"—1 hour 30 min. at 3 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

St. Vincent School Auditorium
Oct. 31, Nov. 1 & 2, 8:30 p.m.

Advance tickets now available at Public Relations Office.

Adul t: $1.50 Student: $1.00

Pete’s Aviation Service

Wynkoop Airport—Mount Vernon

“Learn-To-Fly”

Student Rates

Cessna 150’s at 12 hr., Solo 20 hr. Dual (Call now for free intro flight)

Skylane service to Port Columbus 3 PAX + baggage ... $25 ...

Free Local Pick-up & Delivery

393-1206

Herman Bush

Economy Realty Co.

267-4969
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Books

"Wait Until Dark"

St. Vincent School Auditorium
Oct. 31, Nov. 1, 2, 8:30 p.m.

International Career

A representative will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 30, 1974

6:00 p.m. Applications for advanced study in the field of

GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities in the American

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

These dates and times are subject to change.

Mount Vernon, Ohio

International Graduate School, 5000 University Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43210

Vernon Davis

Dean

Washington University

The University of Alabama

Eleven women and five men will be able to work on the campus of Mount Vernon on a six-week job experience.

SILVER COVE

Corner of East High and Main Streets

Mount Vernon, Ohio

Handcrafted Jewelry

Pretzels

TEN ACRES, only nine-tenths of a mile from the college campus off Gaskin Rd. Completely secluded, three house, three rental houses and two private lakes.

Call:

267-4969

Herman Bush

Economy Realty Co.
Friends Meeting Yields 3-0 Loss; Crusaders Foiled 2-0

By David L. Bacon

What can you say about a team that has lost 14 games in a row, and has only won two? You can say that the Quakers played a "good offensive" game, and that they were able to win the game on the strength of their defense.

But what the Quakers lacked in depth they made up for in spirit. The Quakers were able to score three goals in an intense contest, which was won by a score of 3-0. The game was played in front of a sellout crowd of over 3,000 fans.

The game started with the Quakers on the offensive. They were able to control the game for the first 15 minutes, and were able to score their first goal in the 18th minute. The second goal came in the 33rd minute, and the third goal was scored in the 45th minute of the game.

The Quakers were able to maintain their lead throughout the game, and were able to close out the game with a 3-0 victory. The team played well together, and were able to overcome the challenges of the game.

The game was won by the Quakers' strong defense, which was able to prevent the Crusaders from scoring. The Quakers' goalkeeper was outstanding, and was able to make several key saves throughout the game.

The Quakers' win was a testament to their hard work and dedication throughout the season. They have proven that they are a team to be reckoned with, and will be a force to be feared in the future.

The Kenyon College Sports

The Kenyon Lords Lose Game And QB To Yeomen

By Frank Fitzgerald

In losing a tough, error-filled game at Oberlin last Saturday, 19-7, the Kenyon College Yeomen scored four touchdowns to the Lords' two in the final quarter after completing a pass to receiver Jim Mayne. He will be in a cast six weeks, precluding any further service this fall.

The Yeomen's Jay Grewe intercepted a Clevelander pass on the game's opening play and returned it for a 25 yard touchdown. Clevelander was injured several minutes later and was replaced by freshman Jack Forrgrove, who completed two of four passes for 12 yards.

The Yeomen's offense was dominated by the second half. Starting mainly on the ground, one long drive ended with a third-down interception by Kevin McCaffery set up the Yeomen's second score of the half run by Ed Kelly. Dillard's conversion put the Yeomen up 7-0 going into the final quarter.

The Lords' lack of manpower due to injury and suspension resulted in the loss of playing both ways. As a result, the Yeomen were able to collapse. With 7:40 left, Oberlin's Larry Morgenstern capped the Yeomen's drive with a 3-yard touchdown plunge.

The two point conversion attempt was foiled. Then, with just 1:46 remaining, Jay Grewe kicked a field goal from Willie Martinson for the winning score. An attempted pass for points after failed, resulting in the 19-7 final score.

The Lords' defense cannot be entirely faulted in this loss. Oberlin had consistently excellent field position, often starting drives from inside Kenyon territory. Kenyon offensive mistakes accounted for much of this situation. No defense, especially Kenyon's defeated unit, can be expected to hold with their backs always to the wall. Disregarding the fourth quarter collapse due to fatigue, the defense

(Coin't On Page 4)

Ten-Pins Scatter On Sunday Nights

By Ted Appleton

Sunday nights in Gambler take on a sharpshooter demeanor. Students are shooting off the end of their sticks while others take in a movie or write a letter. In the end, perhaps an adrenaline rush usually hits a weekly low.

Intramural bowling at Kenyon offers an option to the normal activities for students who want to enjoy a practice run. The bowlers all have an option to go at the pace they wish. Of course, a few tend to run through the classes of games, and others. With this in mind, some of Kenyon's finest have made it a habit to release their tensions physically on the Charged Lords. Of the bowling at Kenyon is lowkey so that the quality of knocking down the pins is not stressed. Good scores are appreciated, but not as much as the bowler's control and the flowing expressions which follow.

The teams play dual matches, which allows Kenyon games, and free bowling for both teams. If each team is able to score, the team that has the best average of the two scores wins.

In the competition is dominated by teams, the A's and the B's, who seem to appreciate the fine techniques of the game. But, it's the C's potential bowling team which always seem to get the high game of the night.

The Author, Ted Appleton rolls a 16 ladder down the aisle.

Lukas Line

By Paul B. Lukas

There is no doubt that Kenyon's administration has been ignoring one problems that the basketball team. However, the Department of Intramurals and Athletics is ready to make a change.

Athletics at Kenyon can be divided into two major areas: intramural and extramural. One essential feature is the ability to participate in different ways. Kenyon's Intramurals and Athletics have been successful at this, both in the way "professional" Ohio State Football and NCAA basketball are done. Thus, Kenyon's Intramurals and Athletics is ready to make a change.

One way to accomplish this is to have a strong intramural and extramural program. Intramurals here, in the words of a/Thad McGraw, "there is no better way to play." Taking a casual approach to the intramural program can be a great way to get students involved in the school's community. As for extramural activities, student interest can be encouraged by offering the school's facilities to interested groups.

Collegiate Extramurals

The major problem is that I see with the Intramurals program is in their strength. It is a little too vigorously to defend the strong program, because "right or wrong, it has become important in the country." Because of this, it seems like a great one. However, the Extramurals program is already in place.

Instead of the Intramurals program, which has been here for five years, it is designed to teach skills, to enable them to become better acquainted with the school's facilities. It is an extramural program on a more personal level than is possible in intramural activities. Student interest can be encouraged by offering the school's facilities to interested groups.

Although participation has been consistently low. The first here line with the Athletic Department for, to do offer an extensive program, but students who do not take the time to make good use of this resource.
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